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Internet Marketing Agency Provides Relief ToHaiti

eMaximize, an internet marketing agency, restores website and email services to JEBCA, a
major charity in Haiti assisting with the relief efforts stemming from February's devastating
earthquake that left over one million people homeless.

Manhattan Beach, CA (PRWEB) April 22, 2010 -- eMaximize, an internet marketing and website services
company (www.eMaximize.net), announced today their latest philanthropic efforts with JEBCA, a Haitian
cultural and faith-based charity, that is assisting with the relief efforts resulting from February’s earthquake that
left over 1 million people homeless.

eMaximize donated services to restore website and email services for JEBCA , who primarily serves the
children and community of Port-au-Prince, Haiti’s capital and epicenter of the recent earthquake. JEBCA lost
many friends and supporters in the disaster and had communications severely impacted within the organization,
subsequently halting most of its services. eMaximize created their new website and provided email accounts for
many of its leaders, all of which are hosted here in the United States.

“I was deeply moved by the devastating photos and articles I read about the earthquake and tried to think of a
way that our internet marketing company could help. I posted an ad on a Haiti relief website offering our
services to a deserving organization who could benefit,”said ToddMaxwell, Managing Partner at eMaximize.
“My whole team wanted to donate their time and skills to assist in any way possible, and within a couple of
weeks, JEBCA answered our ad and we began working together.”

The new JEBCA website can be found at www.jebca.org. As with many charity websites, it’s a work in
progress and changes are made each week. “We cannot express enough our gratitude to Max and his team for
restoring internet communication to our organization,” said Pierre Jobner Joachim, JEBCA President. “Our
ability to communicate via email and accept donations from our website is critical to our ability to provide
relief to the people of Haiti.”

Maxwell says that he is hoping that the news of his experience reaches other companies so that they can be
inspired to make their own contributions. “It doesn’t matter how big or small, or what your service offering is,
there is always a way to contribute. This earthquake lasted 35 seconds and killed over 200,000 people, many of
which were children. In the U.S. we often forget about events like this after the initial newsbreak. eMaximize is
thrilled with the opportunity to support JEBCA as long as it takes,” concludes Maxwell.

For more information on how to participate in Haiti Relief Efforts, go to www.wehaveweneed.org .

About eMaximize
Founded in 2009, eMaximize is an internet marketing and website services company located in Manhattan
Beach, California. eMaximize provides internet marketing services to clients throughout the United States,
including search engine marketing, optimization, email marketing, internet advertising, strategy and website
development. eMaximize has clients in hospitality, restaurant, financial and retail. www.emaximize.net
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Contact Information
eMaximize.net
http://www.eMaximize.net
310.546.2470

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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